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Libratone’s lineup of wireless speakers, which are the Father’s Day gift moms will
love, too.
The day is fast approaching to honor the most important man in our world - our Dad's! In
terms of gifts, more than often, Dads sometimes get the less than average gifts, while
Moms usually luck up on all the lavish presents. Are you guilty of this long-time gift
giving epidemic? Well, this year you can finally make a positive turn with one of these
amazing finds!
For The Traveling Business Man Dad - A Leather Tie Case from clava.com, is perfect for
storing his first class business essentials while on the road.
For The Poolside Dad - Keep him pool side dapper, with a timeless pair of swim trunks
from Solid & Striped.
For The Tech Accessory Lover - When his iPad needs a tune up and he wants to hear the
sound a little more, the Amplifiear from the MoMA Design Store can do just the trick.
Available at MoMA Design Store's new Destination: NYC Collection.

For The Game Player Dad - If your Dad is the Domino King, have him show off his skills
with the Domino Effect Domino set, available at MoMA Design Store's new Destination:
NYC Collection.
For The Chic Tech Geek Dad Crocodile - Some Dad's have discerning taste when it
comes to accessories. Those Dad's who prefer luxe items will love the Crocodile iPad
case from Massimo Dutti.
For The Dad With A 'Top Shelf' Bar At Home - Yacht Club Vodka is a new luxury spirit
brand that embodies life on the Cote d’Azur. Yacht Club Vodka is gluten-free and
distilled five times to make a light, refreshing vodka. Adorned with mahogany wood
panels, and chromed hardware from Belgium, the bottle was inspired by vintage
Aquariva speedboats often seen in the French Riviera.
For The Movie Loving Dad - Give him a way to watch summer's biggest 3D blockbusters
in style. INGRI:DAHL designer 3D glasses are coveted by tech geeks and superior both
in quality and comfort to the flimsy frames handed out at the theater. Just in time for
summer, a select few INGRI:DAHL styles are available with interchangeable sunglass
lenses - transforming their signature specs into 2-in-1 eyewear ideal for both 3D viewing
and sun protection.
For The Party On The Go Dad - He would love the Zipp cylinder speakers by Libratone
that travel anywhere. The speakers all have Libratone's built-in WiFi technology for
simple operation.
For The Wine Snob Dad - Your Wine Connoisseur Father, would appreciate the benefits
of Tasting Room by Lot18. The concept is the first smart wine club that allows customers
to taste and rate mini bottles of wines before they blindly commit to the full case. After
all, he's not going to serve his guests just anything.
For The Dad Who Loves Tasteful Wardrobe Essentials - I know what you are
thinking..but a man really can't have enough socks! But the Socks by Shari, aren't just
any pair of socks. The collection includes high-quality, limited edition styles that would
add character to his basic style.
For The Art Collector Dad - Keep his art collection growing with a piece from The
Tappan Collective. The site is an online platform made to discover and collect limited
edition prints and original artwork by the next generation of talent emerging onto the art
scene. If you're between Ikea and Basquiat, this is the site for you to cultivate your art
collection at affordable prices.
For The Footwear Lover Dad - The Dad who's active and on the go always appreciates a
great pair of athletic shoes. The Aetrex shoes are colorful, comfortable and ALLAROUND hot - perfect for keeping Dad in step!

